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1 Introduction

1.1 Objective

The objective of this program was to perform research leading to the development of

a bistatic lidar to measure range-resolved atmospheric turbulence. The strategy has

been to use the tilts of the backscattered wavefronts as a measure of the turbulence.

The research consisted of experimental and theoretical components. The exper-

imental work concerned the measurement of turbulence effects with scaled-down

versions of a final design apparatus. Aspects of the design have been adjusted to

optimize the sensitivity of the instrument. We have undertaken the theoretical re-

search to assist in the instrument design, and to develop the analysis techniques

which would be used on actual data.

1.2 Organization

The rest of this report describes our theoretical and experimental research. This

work has lead to the design of a lidar system capable of measuring a C. value of

10-16 m-2/s at 3 km vertical range.

Section 2 gives an overview of our work roughly in chronological order. Section 3

gives a brief description of the conceptual background of a C.2 measuring lidar.

The rest of the report describes the three aspects of our work:

1. Experiments to test the feasibility of measuring the wander (or angle of arrival)

of a laser beam backscattered from the atmosphere (Section 4),

2. theory to determine how to extract C.2 as a function of range from angle of

arrival measurements (Sections 5 and 6), and

3. simulations, using theory with estimates of errors and uncertainties, to design

a final system (Sections 6 and 7).



2 Progress

2.1 First half

During the first six months of this program, our initial concepts for a remote tur-

bulence measuring device were analyzed in depth, both theoretically and experi-

mentally. The overall concept, a bistatic lidar to measure beam wander, was shown

to be a viable solution. Our proposed use of homodyne detection to measure the

wander angles was abandoned in favor of direct imaging. Direct imaging is a more

straightforward technique which is now applicable to this problem due to advances

in imaging detector technology.

Experimental work during the first six months primarily involved verification

that the turbulence effects can be separated into wander and broadening, and that

the experimental parameters can be chosen to maximize the ratio of the former

to the latter. The experiments were motivated by a gap in the turbulence litera-

ture surrounding beam wander. The summarized data from these experiments are

presented in a video tape. The data demonstrate dramatically the beam wander

effect.

In the video tape, a laser beam, focussed through a four meter path in the

laboratory, is imaged on a Reticon array. A hot air blower (heat gun) provides

turbulence over the path. The image, which appeared to the eye to be a blurred or

broadened spot, is shown to be a small moving spot when examined in stop motion.

At the highest levels of turbulence, the moving spot itself distorts and broadens.

This dominance of wander over broadening is important for the success of any

implementation of our turbulence measuring technique. The detector will measure

the centroid of the apparent position of the backscattered lidar return versus al-

titude. The determination of the centroid is rendered less accurate as the beam

broadens.

2.2 Second half

We have simulated the performance of a field system using a scaled-down, fixed

range, imaging lidar system. The system was used to test the properties of the

various components. Simultaneously, we developed a scheme to extract C, from
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the measured data.

Analyzed measurements have been presented and appear in this report. Two

thermosondes were operated in the same corridor as the lidar. The thermosonde

measurements are presented in figure 3 (on page 8) along with those of the lidar.

There is only partial agreement between the two data sets. This has been explained

there by the difference in the air volumes sampled by the two techniques (the lidar

gives a path weighted average of C2 while the thermosonde gives a point value),

and the relatively short period of 120 seconds over which the measurements were

made.

The remainder of the work has been mainly computer modeling and simula-

tion. We have modeled the operation of a larger, time resolved lidar system. The

experimental errors were included, and the minimum resolvable C2 was determined.

Two schemes had arisen by which C, could be extracted from the measurements.

They differ in the order in which data from individual laser shots are summed and

processed. The "deconvolution" scheme processes after summing. The "bending

moment" scheme processes before summing. Both methods received detailed exam-

ination and modeling, the results of which are presented in this report. Although

the bending moment scheme is the more appealing of the two, it was shown to be

inapplicable to a backscatter lidar. The results of the bending moment work are

presented here in the hope that an application can be found.

3 Brief description

We present here a brief description of the turbulence lidar concept. Sections 5 and

6 will give more detai! of the theoretical basis of this concept.

A low divergence, short pulse, laser beam is transmitted upward into the at-

mosphere. A long foca! length receiver telescope collects the light which scatters

backward and projects an image of the beam on a time resolved imaging detector.

The upward beam and the backscattered light will experience angular deviations

as they travel through the turbulent atmosphere. If the image of each laser shot

is time resolved at the 100 ns level, the deviation can be recorded for each 15 m

interval of travel. The deviation, in the form of a one or two dimensional angular

3



coordinate is sensed by the detector, digitized by the processing electronics, and fed

to a computer. This is the point at which the two C2 extraction techniques begin

to differ.

3.1 Deconvolution scheme

If the square of the angular deviation is summed for successive laser shots, the result

is the mean square deviation as a function of range z. By angular deviation, we

mean the amount by which the image of the beam has moved relative to the image

which would have resulted in the absence of turbulence. The angular deviation will

be denoted as 9 and the mean square deviation is (02).

Since misalignment or angular instability of the laser transmitter are a possi-

bility, two receivers would be used. The difference between the #*measurements, is

used in place of i above. This configuration also cancels the beam wander of the

outgoing transmitter beam (which is necessary for our inversion technique to be de-

scribed). However, it does not avoid the possibility of nonzero correlation between

the two backscattered paths. We discuss the correlation in more detail in Section 6

and take it to be zero here. In the following discussion, 9 may be assumed to be

the difference measurement although no explicit mention is made of two receivers.

The values of ( 2(z)) are predicted by the turbulence theory for any distribution

of C.(z) (where z is the range). As explained in section 6, (02 (z)) is an integral

from the receiver to z of C.2(z) times another function. Since the object of the

measurement is Cn(z), a deconvolution has to be performed.

The deconvolution is calculated as a matrix for a given experimental configu-

ration and multiplied by the array of (62 (z)) values. The usual concern about de-

convolutions is their troublesome instability in the presence of experimental noise.

Examples given in section 6 show this deconvolution to be fairly well behaved in

the presence of modeled experimental error.

3.2 Bending moment scheme

As the light bean. propagates through the atmosphere, its direction is randomly

kicked off course by the refractive index gradients. The kicks add in the usual
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random walk way with the strength and direction of the kicks, as well as the

distance between kicks varying randomly. This bending moment scheme attempts

to extract kick strength or bending moment versus range for each laser shot, and

sum successive shots to find the mean square bending moment versus range.

The beauty of this scheme lies in the direct proportionality of the mean square

bending moment to C (z). Unfortunately, the algorithm to extract the bending

moment from the data is a noise enhancing process. The degree of noise amplifica-

tion increases dramatically as the range resolution of the final C,(z) distribution is

made finer. The noise is diminished by averaging over many laser shots.

4 Experimental work

The first half of this program was spent verifying the utility of beam wander ob-

servations as a measurement of turbulence. We spent the final half simulating a

measurement system and refining the experimental technique.

The simulation used a fixed focus lidar transmitter and imaging receiver. The

focus was at a range of 50 m along a low angle slant path emerging from PhotoMet-

rics' building. The return was not time resolved - the imaging receiver resolved

range geometrically.

We have assumed for these experiments that C.2 is constant along the 50 m

path. Thus, the statistical characteristics of the beam wander along the forward

and backscattered paths are assumed to be the same. If we further assume no

correlation between forward and backscattered paths, the expected beam wander

should be that for a 100 m path with the same constant C .

If C. is not constant then C.2 calculated from measurements made with this

system corresponds to a weighted average of C.2 over the 50 m path. The weighting

function is given by Equations 3 to 5 in the Section 5.

Figure 1 shows our experimental setup. The laser is a single spatial mode,

doubled Nd:YAG operating at 5 kHz pulse rate and 60 uJ/pulse. The laser beam

is split, with part of the beam spatially shifted by 0.25 millimeters. Both parts are

expanded to 5 cm and focused at 50 m. Their lateral separation at the focus is 2.5

cm.

5



~50 m

laser os

(CVI YAG-Max 1I)

high sensitivity telescope

video camera e.f.1.= 12.5 m
= 140 mm

Figure 1: Experimental setup.

To negate beam wander induced in the laser we measure the difference in angles

of arrival of the two beams backscattered to one receiver. This is in contrast to

our proposed range resolved lidar system which incorporates two receivers and one

transmitter beam. As we mentioned in Section 3, the proposed system must have

beam wander along the forward path negated as well. This cannot be achieved with

single receiver.

The receiver consists of a 12.5 m effective focal length telescope with a 140

mm diameter aperture, followed by a high sensitivity Cohu intensified (ISIT) video

camera. The two backscattered beams are imaged simultaneously onto the video

camera active area. The camera output is monitored in real time and recorded on

video tape.

Figure 2 shows a typical video frame of data. One frame consists of backscattered

light collected during a 1/30 second time interval. The centers of the two beams

at the focus are approximately 194 pixels apart, corresponding to 445 Arad. We

acquire such video data for several minutes. The two beams wander relative to

6



Figure 2: Experimental data. An intensity profile is determined along the line
drawn through the beams.

each other randomly due to the turbulence along the path. Typical wander is on

the order of a few pixels, corresponding to a few microradians. The variance of the

beam wander is proportional to C , as we show in the theory section of this report.

We analyzed the video data using a digital image analyzer (Datacube MaxVision

AT-i) connected tcI an 80386 based computer. Our analysis of the data consisted of

grabbing 3600 frames of data, determining the pixel intensity profiles along a line

perpendicular to the two beams at the focus, and numerically autocorrelating the

profile to determine the beam separation for each frame.

The results of this data analysis, with a thermosonde comparison, are shown in

figure 3. The upper curve shows C' derived from laser measurements. Each C' value

is calculated by considering the variance of angles of arrival for 150 video frames

(5 sec of data). Equation 6 in the next section is assumed to be the relationship

between C' and angle of arrival variance (the relationship for constant C2).

The lower curve shows CI, derived from measurements taken with a thermosonde.
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The thermosonde was located approximately 4 m from the laser/receiver along

the propagation path, separated by a radial distance of 10 cm. Data from the

thermosonde was acquired at a rate of I sec - 1 . Five seconds of data were averaged

to compute C,. The thermosonde measures the value CT2. We calculate C., using

the relation [I] C: 79P X 1)2 T
xT 10 - e C (1)

C.,(T2 .6C

where P is the pressure in millibars and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin.

The partial correlation of the two sets of data is encouraging. A lack of correla-

tion is expected for several reasons:

1. The laser provides a path weighted average of C2 whereas the thermosonde

provides a point measurement,

2. turbulence along the forward and backscattered paths may be correlated,

leading to a more complicated inversion scheme, and

3. the thermosonde was slightly removed from the laser path.

Therefore, partial correlation indicates that the measured effect (backscattered

beam motion) is indicative of turbulence induced beam wander. A more thorough

experimental setup (one outside the scope of this work) would be necessary to test

for correlation between the lidar technique of measuring C. and other, proven,

techniques.

5 Relationship of angle of arrival to C2

Fluctuations of the angle of arrival of a wave are directly proportional to fluctuations

in phase when both the viewing aperture and angle of arrival are small. Figure 4

shows a wave incident on a circular aperture of diameter p. The diameter is small

enough so that the lines of constant phase are straight across the entire opening. The

angle of arrival 0 is a consequence of the tilt of the wavefront acquired by traveling

through turbulence. When 9 < 1 the change in phase AS of the wavefront across

the aperture is

AS = S(p1 ) - S(P2) = kpsin9 ;. kp9. (2)

9
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Figure 4: Turbulence induced wave tilt of backscattered light.
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where k = 27r/A is the wave number.

Since S, and therefore 0, are random variables, we are only interested in statis-

tical quantities. For example, the variance of the angle of arrival is

S 2((as) Ds (p) (3)

where (...) denotes an ensemble average.

In Eq. 3 Ds is recognized as the phase structure function from turbulence the-

ory and is a function of C,. The choice of Ds is dependent on the parameter

regime of the turbulence, the form of the free space wave (the wave in the absence

of turbulence), and the spatial spectral power density of the index of refraction

fluctuations.

The phase structure function appropriate for our situation is that for a spherical

wave radiated from the origin [1]:

Ds(p, L) = 87r2 k2 L dzC2(z) f00cdsc[1 - Jo(rc-Ip) Icos2 [Ly(l v) g2] j,(),

(4)

where -y = z/L, z is the variable along the propagation path (assumed perpendicular

to the plane of the aperture), and

O"(1) = 0.033r.-I/3e - 2/ r- . (5)

In Eq. 5 re, = 5.91//0, where l0 is the inner scale length (typically 1 to 10 mm).

i, is the spectral power density of the index of refraction fluctuations, divided by

C (z). We assume that the spectral density is a function of space only through the

amplitude factor C.(z). i, is a modified Kolmogorov spectrum (modified by the

factor c-'/"-)

When C2 is constant and when p > v'X71 then

2 1.0924C2L (6)
Pe 1/3

This is the relation we use for our current experimental setup shown in figure 1. L

is taken to be twice the distance from the transmitter to the focus.
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6 Range resolved QC

6.1 Forward and Backscattered Paths

In determining C. along the laser path, we must give different consideration to

the forward and backscattered paths, and to the distance between them. With

the forward path we follow the same ray path as it wanders through the turbulent

atmosphere, backscattering at each range as it travels. With the backscattered path

we detect the ray path that happens to wander back to our detector. For each range

there is a different backscattered path.

In addition, if there is nonzero correlation between the index of refraction fluc-

tuations along the forward and backscattered paths, the change in propagation

direction acquired along the forward path is partially negated along the backscat-

tered path. When the paths are completely correlated, the change in propagation

direction is unobservable by the receiver. 1

For our proposed lidar system we cannot utilize the beam wander that occurs

along the forward path. Since we observe the beam through the turbulent medium

we cannot know where it wandered to. We must therefore devise a way to negate

the effects of the forward path beam wander in our measurements. This is easily

done by having two (spatially separated) receivers which measure, for each range,

the angles of arrival for two paths backscattered from the beam. We then consider

the variance of the difference of these angles of arrival:

((#I - 02)) = (Ol) + (02) - 2(0102)

= 2(02)- 2(002)

= 2(0 2 )(1- Q) (7)

where we have recognized that for homogeneous turbulence (02) = (09). In Eq. 7 g is

the correlation between the two downward paths. For suitable separation between

the two receivers we wil! show this to be negligible.

We have developed two methods for determining C. along the beam path from

angle of arrival fluctuations. The bending moment method is applicable to the

IStrictly speaking, this assumc, the forward and backscattered free space electromagnetic waves
ae the same. We assume spherical waves in both cases.

12



forward path while the deconvolution method is applicable to the backscattered

path. Athough we cannot use the bending moment method for our proposed lidar

we will describe it since it is applicable to other situations where the exact location

to which the beam has wandered is known.

The two methods differ in the order in which data from individual laser shots are

summed and processed. The deconvolution method processes after summing. The

bending moment method processes before summing. The bending moment method

is simpler and faster than the deconvolution method. In addition, uncertainty in the

measurement is not amplified in the process of computing C'. In the deconvolution

method uncertainty in the measurement is amplified. The bending moment method

is the preferred method if it is applicable to the experiment.

6.2 Deconvolution method

6.2.1 Description

With the deconvolution method we solve for CU(z) by writing Eqs. 3 to 5 as a matrix

equation and inverting. Equations 3 to 5 can be written in the following form:

,L
M(L) =o'dzC(L- z)G(z,L), (8)

where M(L) denotes the measured quantity, C(L - z) is the unknown to be deter-

mined, and the kernel G(L, z) is a known function. Here we imagine the receiver,

at z = 0, detecting the angle of arrival on axis of a spherical wave radiating from

a distance L away. The variability of L denotes the fact that the source, which is

the atmospheric backscatter, moves away from the detector during each laser pulse.

Since the integral is performed from the source at z = L to the receiver at z = 0

the unknown C must vary from C(L) to C(O).

For discrete distances, Eq. 8 can be written as a matrix equation:

( t Goo 0 0 ... 0 (c0

MI Gil Glo 0 ... 0 C1

M J = Az G22 G21 G20 . W (9)

Mn Gnn Gnn-l Gn,n-2 ... GnO C

13



The inversion of Eq. 9 is straightforward because the kernel is a lower triangular

matrix:

C0 = G0 0A
Mo -- "'k,~~~

Gb = Mk- (k = 2,... n) (10)GkoAz

6.2.2 Examples

Figure 5 shows a sanple calculation of the deconvolution method. A model Cn'

profile typical of the atmosphere is assumed.J2] Values of a. are calculated with

Eq. 9. Values of C.2 are then regenerated using Eq. 10.

We see that in the absence of uncertainty in the measurements the deconvo-

lution method can regenerate the C. profile exactly. That is, the deconvolution

method is numerically stable. The deconvolution method is however quite sensitive

to uncertainty in the measured data. We will discuss this further below when we

calculate minimum measureable Cn" as a function of system parameters.

6.3 Bending moment method

6.3.1 Description

In the bending moment method we recognize the fact that the change in the di-

rection of propagation at a particular point along the path is only dependent on

the value of C. at that point. By calculating the change in propagation direction

along the path from the measured values of angle of arrival we can determine C!

directly, without having to integrate over all angles of arrival previous to the point

in question.

When the deviation of the beam from the axis is small its trajectory can be

written as

F'= [z(z),y(z),z], (I

where z = ct is the propagation direction and x and y are two directions orthogonal

to each other and to z. The observed angles of deviation 0. and 0. of the trajectory

from the axis are then x/z and y/z respectively.

14
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Figure 5: Deconvolution method sample calculation with C2(z) oc Z-4/3 . The re-
trieved and model C,2 profiles are the same. UIAOAW means angle of arrival.



The tangent vector of the trajectory is

F" ~~ [XI(z), V') 1], (12)

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to z. The angles between the

tangent vector and the z direction are

as = 0, + zel

ay = 0, + Zel. (13)

The connection to turbulence theory is through the changes of the angles a,.,

over a short section of path over which CI is constant. From Eq. 6 we expect that
(IAa, ) = 1.0934C2(z)Az

p1/'3  (14)

where Az is the length of the short section of path, p is the beam diameter, and

IAcI 2 = Az(a.' + ')
= AZ [(20. + zf9)2 + (20' + z')2] (15)

(tAa J2 ) is the variance of this quantity calculated from measurements of O(z) for

many laser pulses. If motion is observed only in one direction, (0. for example) we

can simply double the result for that axis:

(IAal) = 2Az((2, + zP')2). (16)

The question of stability for this method does not apply since we calculate C.2

on a point by point basis. There will be some amplification of uncertainties because

derivatives of 8 are needed to get C2. Unlike the deconvolution method however,

these amplified uncertainties are not cumulative along the path.

6.3.2 Examples

Figures 6a and 6b show a sample calculation for beam wander in one dimension. The

model C'2 profile used in figure 5 is used here. Values of Aa(z,) are calculated for

100 laser pulses with a random number generator that generates Gaussian random

variables with mean zero and variance given by Eq. 14. zi takes on values from 30

m to 3000 m in steps of 30 m. Values of O(z) are th,.r calculated for each laser pulse

using a finite difference version of Eq. 15. These values of O(zj), now considered the

measured values, are used in Eqs. 14 and 15 to regenerate C .
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Figure 6: Bending moment method sample calculation for 100 laser pulses with
n~z z/. a) Generated and actual Cn(z). b) Simulated O(z) for five laser

pulses.
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6.4 Errors and Uncertainties

There are three sources of uncertainty in our technique for determining C1 from

angle of arrival measurements which are independent of any particular system. They

are

1. finite number of measurements,

2. nonzero spot size, and

3. correlation of paths.

We will discuss each of these separately and determine the minimum measureable

C. of our technique.

6.4.1 Statistical Nature of Turbulence Model

Since the turbulence model we use assumes from the outset that turbulence is ran-

dom (i.e. the index of refraction fluctuation is a random variable), it is only useful

in describing statistical quantities. Therefore, any finite number of measurements

of a particular parameter will have uncertainty.

The angle of arrival 91(z) of the light from the ih laser pulse backscattered from

range z is a random variable described by a Gaussian probability density function

with mean zero and variance o 2(z) given by Eq. 3. The estimate of the variance of

9(z), given by

(2(Z)) (z)
i=1

formed from N independent measurements of 0, is a random variable described by a

gamma probability density function with mean r2(z) and variance 2o 2 (z)/N. Since

C.' is proportional to cr2(z), we have the usual result that the fractional error in

C. is proportional to N - 1/ 2 . Therefore, uncertainties due to the statistical nature

of turbulence can in principle be reduced to arbitrarily small values by averaging

over enough laser pulses. (Of course, this is limited by the condition that the

measurement be made while C,2 is not changing.)
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6.4.2 Nonzero Spot Size

We cannot measure the exact location of the wandering beam because the backscat-

tered wave does not really come from a point, as we have been assuming. The

backscattered wave comes from a spot. The spatial extent of the spot depends on

the laser beam spread (due to the diffraction limit of laser beam optics and turbu-

lence induced beam broadening) and on the diffraction limit and aberrations of the

receiver optics.

For our calculations of C' we need to determine the average position, or the

centroid, of the spot. We expect the photons of the spot to be randomly distributed,

described by a two dimensional Gaussian probability density function. The mean

of the Gaussian is the theoretical position of the centroid (i.e., the position detected

if the spot were a point or if there were an infinite number of photons in the spot).

The variance (the square of the uncertainty in position of the spot) is the sum of

the variances of all processes which cause the spot to have nonzero angular extent,

divided by the number of photons. That :, the variance, expressed in terms of the

angular extent of the spot as v",i,,ed by the receiver is

, (1.22A/d)' + [w(z)/z' (17)

a =M(z)

where, d is the receiver aperture diameter, M is the number of photons received,

and w is the laser beam width. In Eq. 17 we have assumed the receiver to be

diffraction limited and we have noted that both M and w are functions of range.

In Eq. 17 we have also neglected turbulence induced beam broadening and beam

breakup (temporally this corresponds to scintillation or speckle). We assume the

major effect of turbulence is beam wander (we feel this is borne out by our exper-

iments described in Section 4). For very long propagation lengths beam breakup

becomes more severe. In this regime the weak turbulence theory we describe in

Section 5 is no longer applicable and we must consider strong turbulence theory.

For a single mode, Gaussian laser beam, the beam width is given by

2 16X'
= ,1 +8)

where w. is the beam width at the beam waist, located at position zo from the laser.
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Nonzero spot size places a lower limit on the value of CI that we can measure.

Unlike the uncertainty due to the random nature of turbulence, this lower limit

does not diminish by averaging over more laser pulses.

6.4.3 Correlation of paths (Isoplanatism)

We have mentioned that nonzero correlation between the upward and downward

paths partially negates the observation of beam wander experienced by the upwardly

propagating beam. Similarly, the variance of the difference in angles of arrival

between two spatially separated backscattered paths, as shown in Eq. 7, is not

simply the sum of the variances of each angle of arrival if the paths are correlated.

This effect is known as isoplanatism.

The correlation e(, L) of two paths with angular separation 0 originating at a

distance L away is

p(0, L) = e - (#/ #°)S13 .  (19)

0,o is known as the isoplanatic angle and is defined in reference [3] as

0, = (2.g50 foL z5/sC,(z)dz) -3/ (20)

where k = 27r/A is the wavenumber of the light.

Figure 7 shows the isoplanatic angle as a function of altitude for the C profile

used in figure 5. Also shown is the angular separation (in the absence of turbulence)

of the two paths backscattered from an altitude of 3 km to two receivers separated

by 1 m. The farthest backscattered point is also the most highly correlated.

We incorporate path correlation into the expressions for angle of arrival and test

its effect on our deconvolution technique. Using Eq. 7 the correlation is included in

Eq. 8 in the following way:

M(L) = j dzC(L - z)G(z, L)[1 - o(L - z)] (21)

That is, at each incremental distance along the path back to the receiver, the

variance of the angle of arrival for each path is reduced by the factor 11 - o(L - z)].

The correlation e is given by Eqs. 19 and 20. The angular separation i0 between
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Figure 7: Isoplanatic angle for C2 = ZIX (l 1 3 M 2 /3 ) and angular path difference
of two paths backscattered from 3 km.
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the two paths is a function of the distance z from the receiver and is given by

O(Z)= Lz h, (22)
zL

where h is the separation of the two rcceivers.

When the separation between the two receivers is 1 m there is negligible differ-

ence between calculations performed with and without correlation effects (for the

C' profile used in figure 5). The reason is because both the path separation and

C2 are smaller closer to the point of backscatter (for a typical atmosphere with C,,

decreasing with increasing altitude). Since the variance of the angle of arrival is a

weighted integral over the entire backscattered path (weighted by Cn'), the region

of higher correlation contributes less to the net variance in the angle of arrival.

This reasoning tells us that the variances are not greatly affected when isopla-

natism is considered. However, the same reasoning says that incorporating isopla-

natism into the inversion equation would make an already ill-posed problem even

worse. That is because in the inversion we are dividing by the small values of the

kernel near the backscattered point. These values are reduced further with the

isoplanatism effects included. Therefore, the best we could hope for is to reduce

isoplanatism effects rather than to incorporate them into our inversion technique.

6.4.4 Minimum Measureable C,

If we include the effects of uncertainty in spot size and finite number of shots into

the deconvolution method for determining C2, we can determine the minimum mea-

sureable C' as a function of system parameters such as laser power, beam spread,

aperture diameter, range, and receiver separation. System dependent uncertainties

(such as detector resolution) will be discussed separately.

Figure 8 shows a sample calculation, similar to the one shown in figure 6, which

includes the uncertainty in the spot centroid location, correlation, and finite number

of shots. The same model C.' profile is used. The "theoretical" variances of the an-

gles of arrival are calculated using Eq. 21, which has been corrected for isoplanatism.

The distance between the two receivers is 1 m.

To incorporate spot location uncertainty and finite number of shot uncertainty,

we add a random number to each of these variances before inverting. The random
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is assumed. Spot centroid location uncertainty and isoplanatism are included.
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number has a gamma probability distribution with mean a, given by Eq. 17 and

variance equal to 2ac,/N, where N is the number of shots.

The number of backscattered photons in Eq. 17 is calculated with a Gaussian

random number generator. The mean is given by the number of backscattered

photons expected from an aerosol laden atmosphere having a conservatively chosen

scattering cross section ten times the standard Rayleigh value for air. The vari-

ance is the number of photons. The probability distribution should be Poissonian,

however, Gaussian is a good approximation for a large number of photons.

Other parameters for figure 8 are:

Laser energy: 1 J/pulse,

wavelength: 532 nm,

aperture diameter: 100 cm,

range resolution: 60 m,

beam waist location: 1500 m from laser output, and

beam depth of field: 3000 m (i.e. w (z) = V2wo for z = 0,3000m).

Figure 8 shows that the simulated measurement accurately reflects C. out to 1

km, after which it begins to deviate. The deviation is due primarily to the large

uncertainty in spot location relative to the amount of beam wander produced by

the small turbulence levels at high altitudes.

We can calculate the minimum measureable values of C. for a given set of

parameters by doing simulations with C, = 0. Figure 9 shows the difference between

two cases with the same range resolution of 60 m but different aperture diameters

(60 cm and 100 cm). Figure 10 shows the difference between two cases with the same

aperture diameter of 60 cm but with different range resolutions (100 m and 200 m).

Figure 11 shows the difference between two cases with the same aperture diameter

of 100 cm but with different range resolutions (100 m and 200 m). The minimum

measureable C.2 values lie on the upper envelopes of the minimum measureable C.

plots shown in the figures.

The minimum measureable C. is inversely proportional to laser energy. The

relationship with other parameters is not known analytically because of the integral

effect of the inversion routine.
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The figures show that the minimum measureable C. is more sensitive to changes

in range resolution than to changes in aperture diameter. The minimum measure-

able C' is reduced by approximately a factor of ten by doubling the range resolution

from 100 m to 200 m. It is only reduced by a factor of approximately two by in-

creasing the aperture diameter from 60 cm to 100 cm.

The aperture diameter is fixed for a given system but the range resolution may

be varied. In fact, it is possible to have lower resolution for farther ranges. Under

typical atmospheric condition C.2 changes more slowly at higher altitudes. There-

fore, a lower range resolution, which is required due to the smaller backscattered

signal, may be used.

7 Proposed Range Resolved System

7.1 Introduction

In this section we outline the design of a system which is capable of measuring C.

given by the model profile we have used in Fig. 8. Specifically, we are interested in

a system capable of detecting C.(3 km) = 10 - 16 m -2 /s.

Figure 10 indicates that a system with a 60 cm diameter receiver aperture, a 1

J/pulse laser, and 200 m range resolution can detect C2 - 10 - 16 m- 1/3 at 3 km.

With 100 m range resolution the same system can detect C = 10 -16 m - 2/3 at

1.5 km. A system with 100 m resolution for ranges less than 1.5 km and 200 m

resolution for ranges between 1.5 km and 3 km would then meet our requirements.

Figure 12 is a diagram of the system. Below we summarize and describe the

transmitter, receiver, and detector.

7.2 Transmitter

The transmitter consists of a single-spatial-mode, frequency-doubled, Q-switched

Nd:YAG laser and a beam expanding telescope. The laser should produce 1 Joule

per pulse at a repetition rate of at least 10 Hz. Single mode lasers at this energy

have only recently become available with the development of the solid state injection

seeder.
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The choice of doubled Nd:YAG was made by maximizing the predicted radiance

of the backscattered image. This decision involved the energy, the wavelength, and

the mode pattern. The usual Nd:YAG Q-switched pulse duration of 10 ns also

places a reasonable lower limit on the range resolution of the lidar.

Our experimental simulation used a 14 cm diameter Newtonian beam expander

made with simple singlet piano lenses. The laser spot diameter produced at 50 m

was 4.5 times the diffraction limit. A long range system would need higher quality

optics using best form singlets or even achromatic doublet lenses.

The proposed system has a diffraction limited, 3.2 cm diameter beam waist at

1.5 km range. The beam diameter at the exit of the expander and at 3 km is 4.5

cm. These beam diameters are measured at the 1/e points. To avoid aperture

diffraction effects, the diameter of the expander objective should be at least 7 cm.

A different concept for the transmitter, using a tilted slit arrangement is pre-

sented in section 7.4. This alternative can generate a narrower illuminated region,

but it is unlikely to produce a higher irradiance. For this reason, we have rejected

the tilted slit transmitter, but present it as a novel light source.

7.3 Receivers

Two receiver telescopes are proposed. They need to image microradian motions of

the beam. They also have to collect as much light as is practical. We have chosen

60 cm for their diameters.

The focal lengths are determined by considering angular gain and off-axis ab-

berations. A focal length as short as 6 m ought to be obtainable without suffering

significant image distortion.

A separation of one meter between the transmitter and the receiver telescopes

has been shown to be adequate. The transmitter will probably be placed between

the receivers. The two receivers will have to be connected to each other and to the

transmitter. The relative alignment between the telescopes can not move by more

than 0.1prad.
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7.4 Tilted image plane

The resolution of the instrument will benefit by being focussed to the diffraction

limit for each range of interest. Since these ranges are accessed simultaneously, a

novel optical system will be needed. Such a system is realizable by placing a tilted

image plane in the receiver telescopes.

Consider a straight line of light sources being imaged by a telescope of focal

length f. The telescope axis is parallel to the line, and separated from it by distance

d. The resulting image formed by the telescope will also be a line as shown in

figure 13. The line forms an angle a = tan-(d/f) with the telescope axis, and

extends from the infinity focus point.

If the light sources were not infinitesimally small point sources, but had width

w, the width w, of the image would be

wf
Wi - (23)

The range from the receiver to the light source is z. For z > f, the image width

is just proportional to the angular extent of the source. Since the image plane is

inclined by angle a, the image spots are stretched along the direction of the incline

by 1/sin(a).

w,/sin(a) - w(f 2 + d2) 1/2  (24)
z-f

For the design of the detector, we need to know where the light will strike the

image plane. We will designate s as the distance along the inclined image plane.

The infinity focus is at s = 0.

_-- f(f 2 + d2) 1 /' f (25)

z- f Z

By the reciprocity principle, one can place the line of light sources at the image

end of the telescope and project a line of narrow foci into the atmosphere. The

angular extent of the projected beam is just the width of the light sources divided

by f (provided z > f).

By this technique, one can project a beam whose width versus distance is not

given by the usual diffraction formulas. The trick is that this "beam" is not really

a beam, but the locus of many focal points.
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A potential experimental configuration has two such telescopes sharing a com-

mon beam line. The perpendicular separations from the line to the telescopes form

a right angle. One of the telescopes transmits the laser light, and the other receives

the backscatter. The laser light is shaped into a tilted line pattern using cylindrical

optics and a slit before admission into the transmitter telescope.

As explained above, the backscatter from the line projected from the transmitter

will image to a narrow line by the receiver telescope. A linear detector array can

record the image, and angular deviations (along the axis of the array) of the beam

can also be measured.

We should note that the modeling work and the proposed lidar system do not

incorporate the tilted slit transmitter, but do use the tilted image plane receiver.

Instead, the waist of a diffraction limited transmitter beam is placed half-way to the

maximum measurement range with the depth-of-focus covering the entire range.

This arrangement minimizes the average transmitter diameter over the range. While

noticeably differing from the ideal diffraction limited point source, this beam pro-

vided a serviceable transmitter without the need for a tilted slit.

The tilted slit transmitter is avoided for reason of signal strength. The need to

distribute the laser light along the transmitter slit diminishes the irradiance at each

range. This dimunition of irradiance cancels some or all of the gain in ability to

precisely ascertain the centroid positions of the backscattered images.

7.5 Detectors

Time delay usually provides range information in a lidar system. Instead, we are

proposing a parallax technique for the turbulence lidar. Since imaging detectors

are needed to measure the beam wander, matters can be simplified considerably by

not additionally requiring the detectors to have 100 ns time response.

First, we need to show that the detectors can have sufficient range resolution

using parallax. By taking the derivative of equation 25, we can determine the

incremental change in image position As per change in range Az

As = f(f 2 + d2)1/2 Az. (26)
(z- f)2
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If we set this equal to the inclined image spot size, given by equation 24, the resulting

value of Az is the minimum resolvable range increment:

Az = (z - f)w/f -, zw/f. (27)

The range resolution increases with range, and has a value of 22.5 m at 3 km

range for the proposed system. The system model used a range resolution of 100 m,

so parallax is clearly sensitive enough. Both detectors would be allowed to record

the return from all ranges for each laser shot before reading the images out to a

computer.

The dimensions of the imaging detectors are rather unusual, however. Using

equation 25, the length of each detector has to be 10.8 cm to detect the returns

from 300 m through 3 km. The length increases rapidly as the minimum range is

reduced. The detector width is only 90 to 130 Am for most the most distant half of

the range, however. At 300 m range, the spot has grown to 900 Am.

Such a long, narrow stripe is not a common geometry for a low-light-level

imaging detector. To couple this geometry to a more conventional detector, we can

transform the image using a coherent fiber bundle. The fibers can be arranged to

fill a I mm wide stripe at the image end of the bundle, and form a 1 cm by 1.1

cm rectangle at the detector end. The fiber bundle can even be stacked staircase

fashion at the image plane to create the incline while still pointing along the axis

of the telescope.

Finally, the detectors themselves can be microchannel plate intensifiers and CID

arrays. The image information would be available every 33 ms as a video raster

scan signal. The timing of the clearing and read out of the arrays can be modified

to match the timing of the laser pulses.

7.5.1 Detector Resolution

For the system to be effective, the detector has to be capable of providing informa-

tion about sub-microradian motions of the beam. It may seem, at first glance, that

the detector pixels therefore have to be correspondingly small. This is not the case.

A statistical treatment of the error in the determination of the spot centroid

reveals that it is sufficient for the pixel size to be somewhat smaller than spot. A
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conservative value of three or more pixels per spot diameter will insure that the

resolution is limited only by the number of photons collected.

7.6 Processing electronics

The processing can be done by capturing each laser shot image with a video frame

grabber connected to a fast 80386 based computer. The computer can calculate the

centroid at each altitude, smooth the data where necessary, and determine C."(z)

using the deconvolution technique explained in section 6.

Transmission of data in video format offers an advantage for data storage. A

video recorder can buffer the data, reducing the speed requirement on the processing

computer.

8 Conclusions

We have presented the design of a lidar system capable of remotely measuring range-

resolved atmospheric tubulence by measuring the angle of arrival of the backscat-

tered laser light. We have shown that a value for C' of 10-16 m-2/S at 3 km vertical

range is measureable. A system capable of performing this measurement would re-

quire a 1 J/pulse laser and a 60 cm diameter receiver aperture. The required range

resolution is 100 m for ranges less than 1.5 km and 200 m for ranges greater than

1.5 km.

The results of experiments using a fixed focus lidar have been presented. These

experiments demonstrate the feasibility of measuring the angle of arrival of backscat-

tered laser light.

We have developed a technique to calculate C.2 as a function of range from angle

of arrival measurements. We have used this technique to test the performance of

hypothetical lidar systems.
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